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Change, which was Leyla’s theme in the previous issue, brings us here, to Trust. Trusting
yourself and the universe is important; otherwise the winds of change might wipe you off
your feet in an instant.
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In this issue Leyla’s familiar words of wisdom continue to enlighten us. The spiritual
writings all around the world have ignored the
opinions of animals almost completely. We
are filling this huge void in our own peculiar
way by doing this e-magazine. Who would
have thought, that you can interview animals,
and even listen to them?!

Well, actually animal communication is a
very normal thing to do, on a daily basis for
many, many people and to some others it is
nothing but a joke. Here we have a freedom of
choice as well.
You have to remember, that we all walk our
individual paths in our own pace. We open up
to different things exactly at the moment,
when we are ready for them, right from the
bottom of our heart. Quite often you are ready,
when the questions start to arise from the
depths of Your Self. That is the way many
people end up to consult an animal communicator: their hearts are filled with huge questions and they seek answers to them.
We have more readers coming our way, and
we have had great feedback. We trust that the
words of animals, which we write down here,
spread exactly where they are meant to spread:
to the hearts of every reader, bringing them
joy, light and comfort, too.
Our guest is a talented animal communicator
from The Netherlands: Linda Roosloot. See
the links in the end of this issue, if you want
to read more about her!
Maiccu starts with the goldeneye. This interview is a great heart opener, and you can feel
its energy in your whole body, if you open
yourself to this huge message from a little
bird.
Lea
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Maiccu’s words
As I write this, I know that there really is a
totally new chapter about to begin in my life.
It’s like the universe has placed a map in front
of me and told me to have a nice trip! As this
new year began I felt like a burden was lifted
from my shoulders. It was a relief to leave
2009 behind me, it was a rough year, I let go
of it and it felt like it was time to start anew
with a clean table.
Soon unbelievable things started to appear on
that empty table, the dreams seemed to come
true just like that. The year 2010 is the year of
many miracles; the first few weeks have
proved that to me. My life will obviously
change in many ways during the next months.
I can only say to all of you, from the bottom
of my heart: Believe in your dreams, listen to
your heart, everything is possible. I will tell
you more about the things that have taken
place later. I am anxious to see what the next
issue of PSW (5) brings. The theme will be
the law of attraction then. Leyla is going to
answer to some LOA questions and tells her
own thoughts about this powerful law.
Things have happened like in a dream with
The Power of Silent Wisdom. All the themes
we have discussed in these first issues have
been following my own life situations. In this
issue we talk about trust and it is also very
important thing to have in your heart. It will
be really fascinating to see what these precious animals of ours think about all these
things, both those who live with us and those
who live in the wild. The next guest is the
goldeneye. She was unable to migrate to
south with the others and one day it appeared

in the front yard of my good friend. The heart
of goldeneye was full of trust, even though
she was quite afraid because of the strange
situation she was in.
So, let those dreams of yours fly with their
wings this year and join me with my adventures with Leyla and the common goldeneye.
We have plenty of material for you, as long as
there are animals in this world!
16.1.2010
With Love
Maiccu

3
Goldeneye wisdom!

Goldeneye in January 2010

Hello, I have waited for a while to share my
thoughts with you. I was told before that
someone will contact me. I did not understand
what it meant first, but I was trustful. I was
also told that we are going to talk about trust
(Maiccu told her) and I am ready to tell you
what it means to me.
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I am just a simple bird, but I have a strange
story to tell you. How I ended up here, in the
spotlight in front of you all; it must have some
deeper meaning. The universe, and the world
we are living in, makes no mistakes. I have
been studying the terms of humans and the
ways they think for few weeks now, and I
think it is quite interesting. I would like to say
a few words about it, if you do not mind.

perfect now moment, without any extra
thoughts or worries about the future, you will
notice and learn, that things are now and always working in the best possible way. Always! I tell you about my own personal experience of trust and before I continue to enjoy my life here, in my wonderful nest in the
cellar of these wonderful people, I can tell
you also about what I would like to eat and
about other practical issues.

(Maiccu: Of
course,
you
can say whatever you wish
to say.)

My story could
be like a story
I am just a simple bird. I have ordinary
of any human
thoughts, like anybody, and some of you are
being as well.
interested in them, some of you are not.
Once again, do
not think of us
There is no need to cling to it.
This is my
as something
very
own
different, or so
opinion,
no
special, all this
more, no less. I think that you people think in
could have happened to any human just as it
a very complicated way. You, Maiccu, have
happened to me, a bird. I was born very late
thought about this interview a lot and you
in the summer, there was not much time left
have made it much too complicated. I am just
before it was time to go to the south. My
a simple bird, I have ordinary thoughts, like
Mom noticed soon that I can’t fly and it was
anybody, and some of you might be interested
obvious that I had no time to learn. The others
in them, some of you are not. There is no
had to leave. What happened next changed
need to cling to it. I let my thoughts flow to
everything.
you and you translate them for other people to
read. When are you going to learn to trust
This could have happened to any of you,
yourself, and you stop thinking about things
right? I was not adult, but not a child anybeforehand too much? Here you see once
more. (We birds grow up a little faster than
again, that things were not as you thought
you human beings, I guess you know that.)
they were. Don’t you think it would be good
My mother gathered us children together and
to just trust the moment and the time you are
told us all, that because I could not fly, I
in now and make the best out of it then and
would not join them. She said that I would
there, without thinking about it too much behave to leave the lake, to go a little further to
forehand? It is very good to bring this up
a place where I think that I could survive. The
now, because your theme is trust. This is a
most important thing she said was to follow
great lesson for you. This interview is probamy heart and trust that all is going to be in the
bly different than you thought it would be and
best possible way and that I will make it and
that is the greatest lesson of it. Why think so
that we will meet again in the summer.
much about things, since they are going to be
different than you thought anyway, in the end
The others left and I was pretty sad to see
the result is always perfect.
them go, but I decided that I will see my
mother again next summer and all the things
I say this to you, people, this is the true esthat will happen to me from now on will be
sence of trust. Be in this moment and believe
good. I do not know when the summer comes,
that you have everything you ever need right
the concept of time is a bit strange to me, but
here. When you have learned to be in this
I know that when the snow is melting the
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summer is almost here. I walked for quite a
long time and I thought that there must be
somebody somewhere who can help me. I did
not have a clue where I was going, but I was
listening to the voice of my heart. Then one
day I came to this yard and I saw the light in
the window. My heart told me that those people do not look very dangerous and my heart
told me to wait until the morning comes. And
I was too tired to continue further anyway.
The next day the people of this house found
me from the yard and they took me inside. I
got my own nest and I got some food. Something in me knew that I had listened to my
heart very well; and I had trusted all this time
that nothing bad is going to happen to me. In
my life so far, this has been the most important thing that has ever happened to me, and I
can’t wait to tell that to the others! And that
not all the people are bad. Also when it comes
to people you just have to listen to your heart.
I trusted something that was much, much bigger than I was, and I mean with this the whole
situation.
(A note from Maiccu: How many people
would have been devastated faced with the
same situation? How many of us would be
able to jump into the unknown and just trust
the situation, no matter what it was?)
This winter I am determined to learn to fly, so
that I know how to do it next summer. I have
a good teacher, human being, who is teaching
me. I am not going to give up and I would
never tell anyone else to give up. I trust in
myself, and I trust that I will learn. Trust in
yourselves, that is the most important thing in
trust. Nobody else can trust that you trust in
yourself, do you understand?
Maiccu: What if you do not learn to fly?
That is something I cannot know and I do not
think about it. Have you learned anything yet
during the these moments? I do not think that
what if I do not learn to fly, and I am definitely not going to worry about it. That
thought would be destructive and I would

give up right away. If I do not learn to fly, and
that is quite possible, so then what? It’s not
worth to even think about it now. Let’s think
about that at the moment the summer comes.
When the summer comes I hope I can go back
to the lake to see when the others come home,
I want to be there with them, no matter if I fly
or not. I can swim anyway and what happens
after that, I do not know, and neither do you
and it is not worth to think about it. Everything has a meaning attached to it, and I know
that when the time comes to leave I will miss
this nest of mine these wonderful people
made for me.
I don’t know that much about the life of migratory birds yet, but I will learn more when
the time comes. We live according to our instincts which are based on hundreds and thousands of years and we listen to the spirits of
air. We can read the seasons and the time in
our own way. We birds navigate in the web of
love, it’s like a big worldwide map, in a way
it is like the maps of humans, my Mom told
me that when they were leaving. She said that
we learn on the way all we need to know and
that the trip is rough, also important, it is like
a short life. My life had a different meaning,
at least I got a chance to teach you something
and maybe you have also learned something. I
wish you will remember, that the greater the
struggle, the greater the trust and you have
nothing to worry about. We all are so much
loved, and I know that I am loved. Don’t you
think, that when a total stranger helps someone who is smaller and weaker than she is,
that it is a great proof of great love... How
could I describe it to you any better? Well, I
don’t have to, just love each other and trust
yourselves, that is a lot said with only a few
words. Love and trust. My Mother loved me
and trusted me and you just have to trust in
your own children and they will be safe.
You asked me what I would like to eat?
I get plenty of food and I am grateful for that.
What I would eat in the nature is out there, in
the bottom of the lake and you cannot get that
for me. (The hundreds of thousands of Fin-
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nish lakes are frozen right now!) I have tasted
a little bit of fish when I was small, from my
mother’s mouth, the fish would be good.
(Maiccu’s note: You can buy fish, for example herrings, and grind them for example with
blender and make little fish balls, without
flour or anything... Maybe you could try some
shrimps?!)
I have been given bread, and it is good, but I
have never eaten that in the nature. All in all
my situation is very good, I wait that the snow
melts and there we are and we see what happens next. I live in this moment, but I wait for
the things in the future, it is a bit different
than with you humans. You live in the past
and you worry about the future. I enjoy my
life, you enjoy yours, and wait with enthusiasm for the future and be grateful for this
moment and have some trust!

This bird, ordinary bird, gave a huge lesson to
us humans. She did not want to complain, she
did not want our pity, her soul was hungry for
joy, in this moment and that was all. Brave
little bird walked a long way to share her
words with us and to tell us more about The
Web of Love. She may not have known when
her journey started, that she will contribute to
this issue, but The Universe knew. Nothing is
meaningless in life.
The short life of this goldeneye showed as a
great lesson about trust. Next time, when you
are running out of trust, remember how the
bird said to Maiccu: Have you learned anything yet?
Lea

Maiccu’s note: I read about the goldeneye at
Wikipedia and they talk about the food they
eat a lot, there might be good tips. As I was
writing this I saw very clearly that the goldeneye’s Mom gave her food from her mouth.
At Wikipedia.com they say that goldeneyes
do not feed their babies. Whatever the case,
maybe this time Mom actually did feed her
chick?

Leyla’s Legacy: Trust

Thank you, little duck, these were great words
about life, once again. Very touching indeed
and anybody can easily relate to these experiences of this goldeneye.

”My dear, let’s talk about trust. That’s the
next theme I wanted to talk about with you.

Let’s trust that her wings will carry her!
16.1.2010

Maiccu

PS

The little goldeneye was found dead
in the morning of 18.1.2010 in her
very own nest, in the cellar where she was
living. She probably died happy in her warm
nest, and she did not freeze to death in the
snow. That is a good thing.

4

Do you trust yourself? Do you trust me? Do
you trust The Universe? Do you trust that
everything happens exactly as it was meant to
happen? Do you trust that you do have the
solution to every situation in your life? What
does it mean, when we talk about trust? At the
same time we often talk about faith. Trust and
faith in this case have nothing to do with religion. You humans often mix up these two
things.
Well, I almost started to explain what is the
difference between faith and religion…
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(Maiccu’s note: I deleted a couple of rows
from the text.) …but now you all are thinking,
what I would have said about religion. So I
say something briefly. People do not have
only one religion, they have plenty of them.
Some of them also have an effect in the living
conditions of animals, and life in general.
Animals do not have an opinion about religion, not against it or for, and that includes
me. Religion is something humans created for
themselves, to suit certain life situations. Religion can be combinations of different things
that humans want to believe in and to trust.
However, religion is always something outside person, and it is maintained or ruled by a
group of people; people others than you. I
won’t talk about religion anymore. You do
understand the difference between trust and
religious faith. Things are a bit different for
those who are not able to separate these two
and they think that religion is exactly the
same thing than trust.
I hope I haven’t confused you for good.
We aim to talk about trust here. We could
start by telling a true story, a story about how
Maiccu learned to understand what trusting is.
I myself taught it to her in the most beautiful
way. This is the story of how I left my earthly
body.
Now many of you wonder why I always go
back to the moment when I left Earth and
came here, to the other side. There is a very
good reason for this. When I tell you, all the
readers of these messages, different things
and so called ‘teachings’, I also teach Maiccu
at the same time. She is my student and my
closest person. Furthermore, she gets all this
information straight from me. She will spread
these messages also in other forms, not just in
written form. As she writes these things down
she learns and perceives better and this way
she is able to teach others again and again. I
want to tell you this so that you would also
understand better. Every word is meant for all
of you.

Simply, it all started the moment when I left.
That was the first step; the first lesson; the
first lesson of trust. Our mutual journey ended
in one form and started in another form. It all
began at that autumnal night. That is the reason why we have talked about letting go, so
that we are able to start from the beginning;
from trust.
It was my time to leave the earth. That was
part of the bigger picture; just like your life is
part of the bigger picture. That does not mean
that you don’t have any influence over your
own life during every moment of it. Or that
you were not able to decide the direction of
your life or to be in control for your own
business. You all have a free will and you do
change the direction of your life all the time,
the plan just always changes: if you are ready
for the change.
When I left, I knew it was a perfect moment
and that I was ready. All my persons were
ready. Maiccu was actually aware of many
things around that time, and she always tells
this story to people who she is teaching. Nonetheless, I want to tell all this to you with my
own words, so that you could see why it is
involved with the theme trust.
That night Maiccu got many calls from different people who wanted to help her, and they
really did help. I had so many angels and protective energy around me that I was not afraid
at all. I was feeling really good, even though
it may have not seemed like it.
Later some of those people said to Maiccu
that things happened as they did because she
did not trust enough for my healing to take
place, or that she did not believe in the healing power of God and things like that. I want
all of you to learn this. If something happens,
and it was really meant to happen, not even
God can change it, if this thing is happening
for the greater good. Do you understand what
I am trying to say here?
There is nothing greater or more divine or
more beautiful than the moment when you
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make your transition to the other side, back to
place you once left behind. No faith in something outside you would have made a difference. Not Maiccu’s faith, or the faith of
somebody else’s. Nothing could have
changed the direction or stop things from
happening.
Here lies the basis of trust. Do you trust, that
whatever happens in your life, it is always for
the greatest good and meant for you and perfectly right. Maiccu understood this, but it did
not happen immediately, it took time until she
started to see the bigger picture. Eventually
she felt that everything was alright.
It’s still not easy for her. I am here and I can
see how difficult it is for her to write about it.
But I help and we know that this is our mutual
path and our mission. To help others to understand what trust is all about. Just as well as all
the other themes that we
have talked about.

It’s easier for us animals to have trust. We
trust that our human comes back to us, feeds
us, takes us outside, caresses us, and so on.
Our life is simple, because we want it to be.
Our thoughts, deeds and all that happens to
us, is very simple. We do not worry what to
eat next week. We do not worry about the
bills or something else. But sometimes we do
worry about you. We hear your worries, you
walk this and that way, worrying about money, food, cleaning, marriage, children etc. If
you could hear half of your own thoughts, you
might see it for yourself, that there is actually
nothing in your life that you really trust.
What would it feel like, to do as Taapi said
(the cat in PSW 1) and just sit in a cardboard
box for a one day and think about your life.
What does it use to worry about tomorrow,
when there is enough to think about this day,
now?
If you learned to trust the
flow of life and the universe, even for a tiny little
bit of it, your life would be
so much easier. Your trust
is put to test with difficult
things, your life is like a continuous trial. As
soon as you start to show some trust in yourself and your life, it all gets better immediately.

For once, look into your
heart. What does it say, what
does it feel?

So I ask you one more
time. Next time, when
something seemingly catastrophic happens in your
life, do you believe, that it
is the best thing for you to happen at that
moment, and that it is actually the greatest gift
given to you? All is well, you have to trust in
that. When life is throwing you to this way
and that way, trust that it is always taking you
ahead on your journey.

We talked about the change already and about
the fact that it is constant. Trust that the sun
will shine after the rain. You can’t control
time, but if you keep on trusting life and you
give the universe a chance to help and guide
you, all will be fine. You people just do not
trust yourselves, and it is a big problem.
You always blame outsiders. I asked you in
the beginning, that do you believe that you
have the key to every situation, to every question that you ever ask. All the answers are
inside you. Yes, even you, whose life seems
to have stopped altogether.

This is often way too easy for humans. The
answers are too close, it is way too simple. If
something is “too easy”, you usually do not
believe that it can be true. So you make it
complicated again. You live in a vicious circle of your own mind.
Oh, how much you are loved, and how much
help there is available to you, from every direction. Why don’t you just stop fighting
against it and stop looking for the answers
outside yourself.
For once, look into your heart. What does it
say, what does it feel? No matter how much
you try to rationalize your life, if you have no
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trust in your inner voice, the voice that comes
from your heart, you are fighting against trust.

your animals. That is a whole new teaching
and we are not that far yet.

I promise you, if you trust that all is well even in a difficult situation, when everything
seems to fall apart around you and everything
loses its meaning to you – you are safe. Then
you have realized a lot about life, so much,
that when the next storm comes, it does not
feel so bad at all.

Before you can learn to trust things that are
outside you, you have to learn to trust yourself. Everything is there, the whole universe.
You think that things are much more complicated than that, but they are not. Everything is
very simple, just love.
I love you all very much and I love my own
people. I trust that our work will do what it is
meant to do: lots of good!

You can question the things that happen in
your life, you can also question your own
actions. You can blame yourself or others for
the things that take
I’d like to add
place in your life,
something before I
but that makes no
stop.
Trust
is
a
physical
state,
difference.
You
just feel sad inside a state where you feel good and light, as It is about the goland stop living.
deneye, the bird
if a burden has been lifted from
Turn all these
who talked about
your shoulders.
things, woes and
trust from her point
sorrows to trust and
of view in this isyou will see how things become easier. Diffisue. Two days after the “interview”, she trancult things just sail by, and they do not hit you
sitioned here, to the other side.
so hard. You will stand tall much longer than
before. Time and time again it gets easier,
I hope that her words touched your hearts
until you learn to deal with all your emotions.
deeply. Her time to leave came right after she
told you that she would learn to fly and that
I can see that Maiccu is pondering about one
she waited for the summer and the moment
thing here, about how to explain the word
when she would meet her family again. Her
trust itself, what is it? I have tried to explain
trust in life was adamant. Absolutely nothing
what the trust brings with it, but what does
could weaken it.
that word really mean, how to explain it shortly, so that you would understand.
I emphasize, that she trusted that all shall be
well in the end. Yes, my dear, she’s here and
Trust means, that you learn to control your
she can fly. She flies high and beautifully and
own thoughts. It means that you are able to let
she is grateful for her life on Earth, even
go of agonizing, sorrowful, worrying thoughthough it was quite short life. She knew that
ts. Trust is a physical state, a state where you
she would learn to fly, that is the way trust is.
feel good and light, as if a burden has been
lifted from your shoulders. Life looks good.
Oh dear humans, if you could take a little part
You trust, when you learn to let go of all the
of this bird’s teaching into your hearts, even if
negative thinking and learn to think about
it was only one little feather of wisdom!
something beautiful and nice instead.
Leyla

I hope that I have helped you to trust yourselves and your life. That is the beginning of
everything. When you learn to do that, you
can start to learn to trust other people and

Thank you, Leyla,
thank you, goldeneye girl.
With love
Maiccu
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Meet Linda Roosloot

Linda & Drs. Snuggles

Have you always been as intuitive as you are
today?
Yes and No. Let me explain that for you. I
grew up in a very spiritual family. All the
women from my mother’s side of my family
are very psychic in different ways. Some of
them developed their skills, others didn’t want
to do that. So at one side it’s in my genes, I
was born with the potential to develop my
intuitive, spiritual or psychic side. My mother
has developed her skills in a very natural way
and I watched her working with her gifts during my childhood. So it’s a normal thing for
me that you can feel, see, know, smell or hear
things from the ‘other side’ so to speak. I
didn’t pay a lot of attention to it because for

me it was as normal as any other job. Although I intuitively knew that I couldn’t speak
about it. Also I watched the ‘dark’ side as
well and I decided that I didn’t want to do
anything with this kind of spiritual work. No,
not for me. So for many years I didn’t develop my skills. I kept my head in the sand.
So no, I wasn’t always that intuitive, I think.
But …something was going on. I always had
a special connection with animals. I assumed
that everybody has that, so it wasn’t special
for me. Another thing was that I always knew
things without knowing them or felt things
intuitively. But again I thought that everybody
has that! Later on in my live it was bothering
me big time, especially during my working
days in the world of business. I had a big
struggle with my inner knowing and feelings
and quit my job. That made a major change. I
asked to anyone who’s living ‘above’ (I didn’t
believe in God as we all knew God; now I
believe in God as the comprehensive whole
dimension): “Please Help me to find my spiritual way, teach me how to make a difference
between things I know from myself or things
I receive from other energies.” It was bothering me a lot and I needed to learn how to turn
it off and on and to know what was from me
and what was from someone else. So… Yes I
was always this intuitive; I only didn’t want
to recognize it at all.
And then my intensive spiritual journey began.
During this rollercoaster journey, it started
almost 7 years ago, my reconnection with the
Angels started. It’s becoming more sensitive
and stronger every day. I met a lot of great
people who where inspiring me deeply and
give my Soul’s mission a jumpstart. Or I read
some perfect books (who where there, in my
book shelf, for many years) like the books by
Neale Donald Walsh. All around me there
were a lot of Angels’ signs and I was creating
situations for myself to work with those signs.
I realized very soon that I was a medium and
that I had the ability to connect with Animals
on many levels as well. This ‘Talking with
Animals’ I learned all by myself but the An-
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gels where teaching me as well, mostly archangel Michael and Raphael were teaching and
guiding me in this process. Trust is the main
key in this process. Trust in yourself, in the
angels, in the animals your working with.
Always have, in all situations, in every moment, unconditionally TRUST in LIFE.
But I still have to work on my abilities every
day. Your learning curve is never ending.
Sometimes I think that I’m doing a reading
for the first time or that I ‘know’ nothing
anymore. Now I know that when I had experiences like that I entered a new stage of
intuitive development, I’, promoted to a new
class so to speak and as you well know you
will feel like a student again. It’s funny because it always in a cycle of 7 years. Right
this moment I entered my class of 2010. I just
started it and I already feel that it’s going to
be a very shaky and intensive class this year.
But you are never ready with your development because LIFE is your school, so Trust
Life, Trust Yourself forever, it’s your most
important guide.
You do not connect with the animals you
communicate with in the same way that many
other animal communicators do. You connect
with animals with the help of angels. How do
you do it, and do you work with one particular angel, or all of them?
Yes, it’s true that I communicate in a different
way with animals than most of my colleague
animal aommunicators do. They are using
more the telepathic way of talking and connecting to and with them. That’s also one of
mine instruments but not the only one. The
telepathic way for me is a nice thing to do
also. My first connection with my beloved
Animal Friends is through the Angel’s Energy.
We’re working in a triangle of loving energies
where also healing is taking place. It’s a
deeper spiritual experience for everyone involved. Therefore I prefer to call myself a
Spiritual Animal Communicator or Translator.
I connect with a lot of different Archangels
and sometimes with some other angels or

guiding energies, too. It depends on whom
I’m working for and with and which areas
need some healing. Archangel Michael and
Raphael are connecting with me strongly, but
I noticed recently that some other angel
spheres are starting to connect with me. I
can’t really explain how it works and even
others who are working with angels and animals are not working in a similar way than I
am. So therefore I’m not (yet) able to teach
others how to do that. It’s not a ‘thing’ you
learn in just a day. But I admire everyone who
is connecting or communicating from Love
and Trust with animals; we all have our own
unique ways.
Do you think the animals have angel guides,
like we humans have?
Yes, absolutely! Angels are working with
every single living creature and even when
they have crossed over they are work with
them. All angels are working on every level in
our universe. It’s so magnificent! So, yes,
animals have guides. too. (There is an additional message about this question right in the
end of this chapter.) *
Was it an easy decision for you to open up to
the world and say, that you are an animal
communicator? Has the media been nice to
you in The Netherlands?
It was an easy decision for me to continue my
spiritual journey, although it isn’t always easy.
It also was an easy decision to follow my inner guidance and listen to my Soul’s Mission
so it was never an inner conflict for me to
work as an Animal Communicator especially
as a Spiritual One. The media has found me, I
never reached out for them but they reached
out for me, so that part was very easy. However, to acknowledged it for yourself and
speak out loud and tell people “Hi I’m Linda
and my profession is Animal & Angel Communication’ … Yes that is another story. I
told them, but it took a while before I fully
felt it in my body & mind (my soul already
knew). After my first interview in a famous
Dutch National Newspaper all things took a
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natural course. The Dutch media is very nice
to me. It was a Dutch Radio Station 538 who
introduced me as the Dutch Dr. Doolittle, so
this is my second professional name and I’m
proud of it! The media in general, not only the
Dutch one, is taking me seriously and all my
experiences are wonderful. It doesn’t matter if
it’s an interview for radio or a magazine or a
television.
Since children are very open naturally and
also often can communicate with animals
naturally, don't you think we should spread
the word about animal communication among
children as well? [Instead of telling them
"Don't be daft, it is not possible." (Like we
used to do in the old days...) Many times,
children deliberately let their third eye close
because of the pressure they experience from
their surroundings. Friends or family laugh at
them, etc.] Maybe the only way to change the
world is to teach the next generation to respect all life?
It’s is one of the key’s to teach our next generation to respect all life starting with their
own live, but not only respecting life it’s going beyond that. The first step is respect You
as You, the second, respect Me as Me, respect
Your Soul and then See who I really am, in
the highest version I ever can imagine.
But….Very Important: It’s a normal process
in growing up to close your third eye or even
more tools for a while during childhood. We
are living on EARTH and it’s necessary to
establish a earth bounded live first or too. It
depends on the ones who are guiding a child
in which way the soul is going to develop.
Many people are underrating that but it’s the
most important one and also a task of the person of that Soul. Are you with me? So quid a
child with tenderness with LOVE so they
Trust You and are able to Trust their own
inner feelings and follow their Souls guiding.
To change the world is to change Yourself.
To listen to your Soul and follow your Soul’s
mission. We are all One and connected on so
many spiritual levels. I can’t change it by myself without You because I am You too.

What kind of animals you have at home?
What was the latest "lesson or love lecture"
they gave you?
I’m in the presence of two wonderful dogs.
My oldest one is now 14 years old, a cotton
the tulear, full male and living his earth live
by the name Djanco from Angels Station (My
first hint Go work with the Angels Linda!).
He’s the one who brought me to my communication skills with Animals although I didn’t
noticed that at that moment. I had a special
connection with him from the first moment I
saw him when he was 3 weeks old. He protects me and is always there for me. He’s the
stability in my live.
My second dog is Drs. Snuggles, a Dutch
hunting dog who never has hunted his whole
live. A great dog, who’s teaching me to have
trust and peace. Born on Christmas eve (what
are the Angels telling me?) and he has walked
on Earth with us now for 8 years. He has a
special connection with my son. From the
moment I was pregnant Snuggles was guiding
and protecting me and my ‘belly’. During my
pregnancy naps he always crawled on me so
he was as close as possible with my son.
Those two share LOVE on many levels. My
son is able to do everything with him and he
is not bothered at all.
Note: I’m also a kynologic behavior therapist
and I never will tell you that a dog is ‘childproof’! So never leave a dog and a child alone
without supervision. With this knowledge I
kept my eye on both of them and I was
amazed to see my lesson in their connection.
Thank You, Snuggles for that.
And I’m surrounded by many, many, birds
who are living or eating in my garden. Even
one squirrel is connecting with me. The other
day I had the most beautiful encounter with a
Robin. I’ve seen him every day when I’m
writing behind my desk. He’s sitting in a tree,
always the same, and eating and cleaning
himself. He often makes eye contact with me.
I send him my love and make a heart link
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with him. But this morning it was different. I
was preparing food outside for all the birds
and this Robin was hopping towards me,
looking at me and connecting with me, it was
the other way around. He thanked me for the
wonderful food so that he could stay alive. He
shared his love with me, I felt it. It was so
simple and yet so touching, inspiring and I
felt humble. I’ve had a similar encounter with
a rabbit and a squirrel during these past few
weeks. (You can read about it on my blog
soon and later this year in my first book.)
So what I want to share is this: When you
meet an Animal, doesn’t matter which one,
connect from your heart with love, send your
love in an energetic way. And Yes You Can!
Think about a loved one and you send them
energetic love, it’s the same way. Then take a
moment to observe the animal and respect
them, honor them. They’ll notice if it’s from
your heart or not and they will send you
something back. Let that
feeling come to you in
your heart and pay attenAnimals are
tion to what that feeling is
telling or teaching you. It
is LOVE.

To Lea and Maiccu,
I thank you for the reconnection with you
both and that you gave me the opportunity for
this wonderful interview. I admire and appreciate both your work and Loving Energy you
give to the world of Animal Communication
in particularly.
Namaste
Linda Roosloot


*Here’s the additional message to the question about animals and guardian angels:

N

ot all of the animals have guardian angels; not even every human has those

special guardians. Not everyone is surrounded
by guides or guardian angels.
However, every living creature on earth receives help from the Angelic realms in every
way they need and in every moment when it
is necessary. They work with our environment;
earth, oceans, wildlife, animals, humans…
The whole Universe.
But there is a difference. Animals are mostly
angels on earth for their caregivers. They have
a special role in a spiritual way. When animals are sick or crossing over they get help
from angels, just like us. When an animal is
living in your home and is highly sensitive or
you feel some kind of a deeper connection
with it, there is always a mutual shared lives
theme. I’ve learned that as an animal communicator and as a translator; it is something that
comes from a place of simply knowing without knowing. It’s also one of my tasks to work
with animals and caregivers with that special theme
in mind also.

angels on Earth.

Animals have a task on
earth, and when they can
complete their task they are happy and content. And that’s their angelic work for us humans. But they need energetic help from us
light workers, healers and energy workers to
help them let go of the energies they have
absorbed.
Sometimes you meet a very special animal
friend, you feel it and you know in your mind
that this is possible. It’s connection on a soul
level and you immediately know there’s more
between you and that animal. It isn’t always
an animal who’s living in your home. When
you experience something like that sort of a
soul connection and this animal is not a part
of your inner earth family, then stay in that
moment! Stop, let go of your thoughts and
just watch that animal. Feel with your heart
what the lesson or message is for you in that
special moment. An experience like that is
coming more often to you when you accept
this on soul level and in your mind know that
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it is possible. No, you are not going mad, it’s
a special spiritual roadmap just for you, in
that moment.

respect it as the way it is when Maiccu receives it.
We are not animal experts or animal scientists,
we are ordinary people. Most of all we aim to
spread the awareness about animal communication and the web of love. (The Web of Love
was first mentioned in PSW 1 by Irma the cat.
In this issue the goldeneye mentioned that the
birds use it to navigating purposes.)

Enjoy it…It’s an Animal Angel.
Channeled message by Linda Roosloot. Animals & Angels. Part One. February 2010.
Copyright © Bella Vitalis, The Netherlands.
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Maiccu is going to Los Angeles in February.
She has VIP-tickets to The Ellen Show and
this particular episode is filmed on March 2nd.
Ellen DeGeneres is a great animal lover and it
is quite exciting to see, if Maiccu has actually
a chance to meet her. A meeting with Lisa
Williams, the world famous medium, is confirmed; they will talk about animal communication, of course. Both women, Lisa and Ellen,
are seen on TV in Finland. (Channel 5 & Liv.)
And there is one thing that
we would like to point out
here...

We apologize our unscientific approach, if it
makes you feel uncomfortable: our animal
guests do not seem to mind it. The toad didn't
mention it, even though we generalized her to
frog in our conversations with Maiccu weeks
before the actual interview. She did not mind
that the scientific human world says that she
is "a toad" and we said she is "a frog". It was
trivial for her and not worth mentioning...
And she actually seemed to do the same generalisation by saying: "We frogs are proud
creatures." (PSW 3).

If you would like to ask additional questions
from the animals we have interviewed, it is
not an impossible idea. Maybe some questions have actually risen in the minds of our
readers. Maybe we can even do one issue
solely based on these
questions, if you readers
biggest magnet in are interested.

You are the
the universe according to The
Law of Attraction!

Dear Reader, remember,
that our main mission is to
interpret the words of animals and put them here, for you to read. We
are not telling the one and only absolute truth
about certain animal or a certain breed or species.

Anyway, in the next issue,
PSW 5, our theme is the
good old law of attraction
and Leyla will answer LOA questions from
the readers. It might be a huge issue, you
never know what Maiccu brings back with her
when she returns to Finland from LA!

When an animal guest comes to talk with
Maiccu, it is primarily a friend who we are
listening to. Of course it is possible that we
get some useful information about the species
in question and we can learn something new.
This kind of information, that comes straight
from the animal's "mouth", is priceless and we

Send your LOA questions to Leyla! You are
very welcome to do so.
According to the law of attraction, you are the
biggest magnet in the universe!
Lea
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♥
Contact Info & Links:

This issue & the previous ones:
http://thepowerofsilentwisdom.wordpress.com/

Maiccu Kostiainen
maiccu@animalstalk.fi
http://www.animalstalk.fi
http://www.facebook.com/maiccu.kostiainen
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Paivola-Finland/Animals-Talk/155197685090
http://www.facebook.com/pages/The-Power-of-Silent-Wisdom/132586080908
http://twitter.com/maiccu
Lea Pihlman
lumensilta@gmail.com
http://www.facebook.com/lumensilta
http://twitter.com/pihlma

Our guest
Linda Roosloot
http://www.bellavitalisblog.com/
http://www.facebook.com/LindaRoosloot
http://twitter.com/lindaroosloot
http://twitter.com/BellaVitalis
http://twitter.com/Dierentolk

And one more last wink:
If you need Swedish speaking
animal communicator you can
contact Sonja Rantila:
http://djurprat.blogspot.com/
http://tryggahoven.blogspot.com/
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